
Thixo-Trop: Advanced Thixotropic Water Based Coating

Brief Description:
Thixo-Trop is an advanced, water-based, thixotropic acrylic
coating solution, delivering a refined semi-gloss finish in a sleek
black hue.

Technical Description:
Thixo-Trop is a water-based coating with a semi-
gloss, black finish that leans toward matte without
being flat. Its thixotropic properties mean it retains
its shape until brushed, allowing for precise use.
Additionally, Thixo-Trop offers three different
ways to utilize its protective benefits.

Dilution and Mixing:
Thixo-Trop should not be diluted. Ensure the
product is thoroughly stirred before application.
For enhanced protection, there is an option to mix
in zinc with Thixo-Trop.

Clean the surface to remove oil and
contaminants.
Eliminate loose rust via wire wheeling.
Apply a 6-10 mil wet film of Thixo-Trop using
a brush or roller.
For a second coat, wait at least 1 hour; longer
in damp or cold conditions.

Follow Rusts Gone application directions,
ensuring surface is dry.
Apply a 6-10 mil wet film of Thixo-Trop using
a brush or roller.
For a second coat, wait at least 1 hour; longer
in damp or cold conditions.

Add 1-3 packets of zinc to a gallon of Thixo-
Trop, mixing until a consistent gray color is
achieved.
Follow the directions for direct-to-metal
applications (For maximum results, apply
directly to bare metal and avoid using over an
existing primer or paint).
Use zinc-free Thixo-Trop for topcoat.

Usage Instructions:
Direct-to-Metal Applications:

1.

2.
3.

4.

With Rusts Gone:
1.

2.

3.

With Optional Zinc Powder:
1.

2.

3.

Features and Benefits:
Consistency: Maintains its thickness until subjected
to friction, like brushing.
Zinc Integration: Incorporating zinc offers added
cathodic protection.

Health and Safety:

1 Gallon
5 Gallon Pail
55 Gallon Drum

Available Packaging:
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77581
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Contact Information:

Full SDS is available as a separate document.
www.saltsgone.com

Frequency of Use:
Thixo-Trop is a coating formulated for repeated
applications as required.


